
 

Official Documentation Number Marking 

 

I am a USPS Vessel Examiner (VE) and have performed Vessel Safety Checks (VSC) for almost 
20 years. When my interpretation of the document marking location was challenged by a 
USCGAux VE I turned to my USPS VSC resources.  The USPS resource connected me with USCG 
Vessel Safety Check “experts”.  The USCGAux VE “claimed” that the Documentation number 
could NOT be displayed in the engine room, engine space, lazarette or under any hatch and be 
considered “Clearly visible”. 

In a nutshell the correct interpretation of “clearly visible”, confirmed by USPS and USCG, simply 
means you don’t have to remove something like a piece of machinery or wainscoting in order to 
clearly see the official number.  Further, an engine room, space lazarette or under a hatch are 
perfectly acceptable as long as the other requirements regarding size and “permanency” are met 
satisfactorily.    In my opinion, the “Clearly visible” requirement is intended to avoid confusion 
with the requirement for marking the duplicate HIN in an “unexposed location” which must be 
“hidden”. 

Below are excerpts from the referenced Federal Requirements and the supporting 
correspondence from the various sources (USPS, USCG HQ, USCG NVDC) . 

46 CFR § 67.121 - Official number marking requirement.  
“The official number of the vessel, preceded by the abbreviation “NO.” must be marked in block-type 
Arabic numerals not less than three inches in height on some clearly visible interior structural part 
of the hull. The number must be permanently affixed to the vessel so that alteration, removal, or 
replacement would be obvious. If the official number is on a separate plate, the plate must be fastened 
in such a manner that its removal would normally cause some scarring of or damage to the surrounding 
hull area.” 

§ 181.29 Hull identification number display. 
Two identical hull identification numbers are required to be displayed on each boat hull. 
(a) The primary hull identification number must be affixed— 
      (1) On boats with transoms, to the starboard outboard side of the transom… 
      (2) On boats without transoms… to the starboard outboard side of the hull, aft, … 
      (3) On catamarans and pontoon boats to the aft crossbeam… 
      (4) If the HIN would not be visible,… as near as possible to the location specified in (a)… 
(b) The duplicate hull identification number must be affixed in an unexposed location on the 
interior of the boat or beneath a fitting or item of hardware. 
(c) Each HIN must be… permanently affixed  
(d) The characters of each hull identification number must be no less than one-fourth of an inch high. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 Quick response is…the USCG Aux member is INCORRECT!  The documentation numbers can be 
placed in an engine room compartment with the qualifiers as mentioned, clearly visible, etc. etc. 
I can’t comment on the photos you sent because….the numbers, when applied have to be such 
that evidence that the numbers are “permanently fixed” are there. As an example, my own 
personal numbers are located in our engine room (they are numbers that I purchased at a Home 
Depot, the key is “if” they were tampered with and someone tried to remove them, I have 6+ 
coats of marine rosin and epoxy coated over them, clearly it would show that the numbers were 
tampered with if removed. As mention this as we’ve been boarded many times during our trips 
up and down the Potomac River and Chesapeake Bay when I was working in DC. We we’re 
boarded many times because the guys in my office would notify the DC area and USCG active 
duty stations that my wife and I were on the water. They did this for two reasons (1) they knew 
my wife hated being boarded and (2) they used us as a training plat form for new LE boarding 
team practice.  Why did they do that? How could they do that? I worked as Chief of Program 
Operations for the Boating Safety Division at USCG Headquarters. My guys could easily make the 
call and get all this in action. It became a “thing to expect” most of the time my wife and I were 
underway for an extended cruise on the Potomac/Chesapeake waters. So……if USCG (active 
duty) used our boat as a training platform, I worked at USCG Headquarters and our boat’s 
placement and “permanently affixed” passed many boarding….hummm? Who may be correct 
here? 
    From: John Malatak    
      (Former) Chief of Program Operations for the Boating Safety Div at USCG  HQ   
           (See Note below Re: Safe Boating Awards) 

John, 
You are on point as is your USPS colleague.  The statement “on some clearly visible interior 
structural part of the hull” simply means you don’t have to remove something like a piece of 
machinery or wainscoting in order to clearly see the official number.  Neither the statutes nor the 
regulations speak to a particular compartment, but to an interior structural part of the hull.  This 
phrase replaced the old “main beam” language as no vessel that is made of anything other than 
wood has a main beam.  
Vann 
 PS – this from a guy that has boarded more than a few vessels over a 20+ year career as a 
federal boarding officer and a lead instructor at the Maritime Law Enforcement 
School/Academy.  Just sayin’. 
        W. Vann Burgess 
     Program Management & Operations Branch (CG-BSX-21) 
     U. S. Coast Guard Boating Safety Division 

John Michael Malatak Named Boating Safety Hall of Fame Recipient 2005 

John Malatak has been involved in boating safety for over 35 years. Mr. Malatak has been a key 
figure in boating safety programs in more than ten national organizations. His positions in these 
various boating organizations have allowed him to contribute significantly to safe boating on 
both a professional and personal level. As Chief of the Programs Operations Division for the 
United States Coast Guard Headquarters, Mr. Malatak serves to coordinate all aspects of the 
United States Coast Guard’s Recreational Boating Safety Program including funding 
implementation and outreach and awareness programs. Mr. Malatak has taught and continues to 
teach numerous boating safety courses, ranging from general boating and water safety as 
volunteer for the Red Cross to more advanced safety topics such as Coastal Navigation and 
Search and Rescue as a Boating Safety Master Instructor. 



 

Regarding the cockpit locker location for the number, here is the CG reply to my identical query: 

From: Harmon, Denise  
Sent: Friday, June 20, 2003 8:10 AM 
To: 'chris@xxx.com' 
Subject: RE: Documentation 
If the cockpit locker is a part of the interior hull and it's clearly visible, it will be 
acceptable. 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Chris Burti  
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2003 10:25 AM 
To: JJQUINN@NVDC.USCG.MIL 
Subject: Documentation 
Is a readily visible point near the top of the inside a large cockpit locker 
an acceptable location for the documentation number as a specified "clearly 
visible interior structural part of the hull"? 
      Chris Burti 

 

To me "Clearly Visible" means that I can see the numbers without moving any boxes, trash or 
other incumbents that might hinder the line of sight to the numbers. In other words I agree with 
you.  However saying that I will check with the powers to be after the Holidays.  You must 
remember that the VSC program belongs to the USCG and we have an understanding to assist 
them. 
        Stf/C Allan B. Furtado, SN  
             VSC Assistant Chairman 

             United States Power Squadrons  

 
Speaking from experience, both of our documented vessels had the numbers in the engine room 
clearly visible when the door was opened to access said room.  The numbers were permanently 
attached to a structural part of the vessel which would not/could not be removed, i.e. not the 
door to the engine room.  After 16 years of annual VSC from USPS and USCGAux never was the 
location questioned nor suggested to move to a "livable" portion of the vessels. 
     Mary Paige USPS  
 
 
 
First, I would pass all 3 of the photos as clearly visible. Also, concur with Al as to his Clearly 
Visible definition. Mine is in a compartment inside the boat and has never been failed by any 
examiner (USCG, USCGA, USPS).  
There is NO definition or restrictions mentioned as to specific locations beyond that in the 
manual. IMHO the person you spoke with is probably exceeding the requirements with his overly 
rigid interpretation. Unfortunately this is part of our world.  
We do our exams based on the existing policies. Unless he is in your chain of command and can 
provide WRITTEN verification of his statements I would simply acknowledge his opinions and 
keep moving. Do the exam based on your knowledge of the current regulation and a healthy 
dose of common sense.  
        Stf/C Jeff Mckinney, JN-CN 
        VSC Chair Rockville Sail and Power Sq.  
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